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Footfall and spend rebounded quicker in 2021 compared to reopening periods in 
2020, following widespread pent-up demand and vaccination confidence.

Footfall recovery across the UK remains unequal, 
depending on exposure to overseas tourists and office 
workers
The UK retail and leisure markets have been well-positioned 
to benefit from the reopening of various parts of the economy 
since April.  This has been particularly driven by significant 
pent-up demand to spend following over 14 months of 
amplified household savings and prolonged periods of 
restrictions.  The added assurance generated by vaccination 
confidence has resulted in a far quicker initial recovery this 
time around.  Footfall and sales therefore, experienced 
sharper month-on-month improvements compared to the 
reopening stages in 2020.

According to Google data, mobility across retail and 
recreation locations improved to its highest post-pandemic 
average monthly level of -12.8% in July 2021, compared to a 
pre-Covid baseline.  Footfall recovery plateaued following an 
initial early summer boost at the start of June, generated by 
the reopening of hospitality, good weather, and easing of 
social restrictions.

In line with the ongoing limits placed on international 
travel, key domestic staycation markets continue to show 
substantial growth in retail mobility compared to the 

pre-pandemic benchmark.  This includes key coastal markets 
such as Cornwall, Pembrokeshire and Blackpool, each 
experiencing levels considerably higher than pre-Covid levels.

City locations continue to lag behind the national average, 
owed to a lack of international tourism and a more structural 
changes to office worker preferences.  London mobility 
remains subdued, averaging -30.6% in July 2021 compared to 
the pre-pandemic baseline, albeit representing the smallest 
gap since the onset of Covid-19, supported in part by the 
easing of social distancing restrictions as well as London 
beginning to host a number of largescale events (such as 
multiple Euro 2020 matches).

The easing of all final restrictions from 19 July has brought 
about marginal footfall improvements UK-wide, generated 
largely by the start of the summer school holidays and more 
households beginning to take domestic trips.  However, the 
poor weather and some hesitancy due to the spread of the 
Delta variant may have limited potential growth.  

Looking ahead, it’s likely staycation markets will continue 
to drive UK footfall growth through the summer months.  
Meanwhile, recovery across cities could begin to pick up pace 
in line with more organised events and a gradual return to 
offices for some companies.

Key coastal locations across the UK have experienced a 
significant bounce in footfall in line with pent-up demand to 
travel and ongoing cross-border restrictions. 
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UK -12.8%

Cornwall: +46%

Edinburgh -28%
Gr. London -31%

Gr. Manchester -17%

Pembrokeshire: +49%

Blackpool: +35%

July 20 21 
average

Cumbria: +9%

Graph 1: Google mobility data suggests the recovery to footfall is once again being 
steered by leisure-led domestic holiday destinations, while larger city recovery trails.

Source Savills Research; Google Covid-19 Community Mobility Report

-12.8%
UK retail mobility in July 

remained -12.8% below the 
pre-pandemic benchmark, 
representing the highest 

monthly average since the 
onset of Covid-19.
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Pent-up demand generates strong bounce-back in UK 
retail sales although ongoing caution exists
In line with restrictions easing since April, retail sales have 
enjoyed a few months of relatively strong growth.  Appetite to 
spend remains elevated following almost 15 months of 
restrictive measures, with GfK’s major purchase index rising 
seven points in July, edging closer to pre-pandemic levels.  
According to ONS figures, retail sales in June 2021 exceeded 
expectations, increasing 0.5% compared to May whilst 
representing a 7.9% increase against equivalent 2019 levels.

Following the reopening of non-essential retail stores, 
fashion sales saw a substantial rise in monthly spend through 
April and May.  Meanwhile, spend on DIY and household items 
remains elevated against pre-pandemic levels, consistent with 
the strong housing market following the stamp duty holiday.

However, it was strong food and drink sales which 
prompted noteworthy sales growth in June, in line with the 
Euro 2020 tournament.  On a month-on-month basis, food 
store and alcohol sales grew 4.2% and 5.6% respectively.

Meanwhile, fuel and automotive sales continued to gather 
pace in June, up 2.3% month-on-month, as further restrictions 
eased and people began travelling more frequently, both to the 
office and for UK staycation trips.

Looking ahead, while appetite to spend and pent-up 
demand remains high, a hesitancy over shopping trips caused 
by concerns over Covid variants and vaccine efficiency exist.  
However, with ongoing cross-border restrictions in place over 
the summer period, it’s likely the UK will enjoy another boom 
in staycation trips and therefore domestic retail spend. 

Online retail sales penetration reduces post-lockdown 
albeit remains elevated against pre-Covid levels
Ecommerce growth has been a key theme across the retail 
landscape for a number of years.  The pandemic and 
subsequent lockdowns intensified this, with internet retailing  
peaking during the height of the lockdowns, accounting for 

36.3% of UK retail spend in both November 2020 and January 
2021.  However, this has since softened as restrictive measures 
have eased, with online sales in June accountable for a 26.1% 
share of total UK retail sales.

Looking ahead, internet sales are forecast to settle at 
between pre-Covid and peak lockdown levels, with an 
estimated penetration rate of around 26.3% by 2022, 
according to GlobalData (graph 2).  This is more than five 
years earlier than previously anticipated and yet not an 
irreversible trend in shopping as has previously been reported 
in the press.

The remaining 73.7% of retail sales will still be accounted 
for through physical stores, emphasising the ongoing pivotal 
role of bricks and mortar.  The importance of omnichannel 
retail has become vital for the existence of many retailers, 
with efforts to improve click-and-collect accelerating over the 
past 12 months, somewhat reinforcing the need for an element 
of physical presence.

So the question perhaps isn’t whether physical retail is 
necessary or not, but how much is needed, with ‘rightsizing’ 
becoming a feature of most retail-related agendas.

Retail warehousing finds itself in the most advantageous 
position in its relationship with online purchasing. Products 
typically sold out-of-town are still those more defensive to 
online retailing than is true of a number of goods traditionally 
sold on the high street. That was the case before the pandemic 
and remains so despite it. Food & Grocery (87%), DIY & 
Gardening (82%), Homewares (74%) and Furniture and 
Floorcoverings (71%) all have the majority of sales fulfilled 
directly in-store (graph 3). Consumers in the main, still want 
to see and touch items typically sold in the out-of-town retail 
sector, especially those with a higher price point. Furniture 
operators in particular are considered ‘showroom’ retailers 
and therefore operate differently to those where product is 
going out through the front door. 

Online retail sales, as a proportion of total UK retail sales, have softened 
since the peak during lockdowns, to record 26.1% in June 2021.  

26.1%
UK online sales accounted 
for a 26.1% share of June 
2021 retail sales, down 

from the peak of 36.3% in 
January 2021

13%
Online supermarket 
sales have almost 

doubled in 2020, to now 
account for c.13% of total 

supermarket sales

7.9%
UK retail sales in June 
2021 recorded a 7.9% 

growth compared to 2019 
equivalent levels
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Internet sales as % of total retail sales Online penetration rate - forecast

Graph 2: Online sales as a proportion of total retail sales demonstrates the reduced 
online sales penetration post-lockdown, albeit remaining above pre-Covid levels.

Source Savills Research; ONS; GlobalData
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The importance of omnichannel retail has 
become vital for the existence of many retailers, 
with efforts to improve or introduce click-
and-collect accelerating this year, somewhat 
reinforcing the need for an element of physical 
presence. Once again this has proven itself to 
be the feather in the cap for out-of-town retail 
destinations, their large and comparatively low-
rented units, combined with high car parking 
provision, means the sector has proven itself to 
be ideally suited for servicing click-and-collect 
orders, customer returns and home deliveries.

Click-and-collect growth
Spend in this arena is indeed forecast to increase 
by £3.1bn in the next five years across all of UK 
retail, rising 45.8% to reach £9.8bn by 2024. The 
outlook for a physical store presence remains 
positive, notwithstanding the fact click-and-
collect is also a significant driver for capturing 
additional sales in the market at the point of 
order fulfilment. The true value of the store can 
therefore not be underestimated.  Operators that 
have adopted a clear and structured omnichannel 
approach to their business models, are those that 
have recognised the importance of a well-placed 
store network to truly fulfil their online business, 
as much as is necessary for the traditional off the 
shelf transactional side of their operations. 

Graph 4 highlights how the growth of click-
and-collect is set to significantly outpace that of 
ecommerce over the next five years, across nearly 
all retail sectors, particularly those pertinent 
to the out-of-town market. This is unsurprising 
considering the online market is maturing and 
levelling out at a quarter of all retail spend, whilst 
click-and-collect growth is starting from a much 
lower base. However, it does make the point that 
this is considered to be a key growth area for 
many retail operators going forward.

 
The grocery sector is leading the way when it 
comes to its omnichannel approach
Online grocery sales have seen the largest 
increase across all sub-sectors in the last 12 
months, with expenditure increasing by 86.5% to 
£20.9bn in 2020, compared to 10.8% growth to 
£11.2bn in 2019. This significant shift has resulted 
in the online grocery market changing the most 
since the outbreak, with penetration jumping by 
5.1 ppts to 12.5%, with this rise expected to be 
sustained in 2021.

However, despite this, food and grocery is 
still the sector with the strongest store sales, 
accounting for 87% of the overall expenditure in 
the sector (graph 3). Furthermore, the significant 
rise in online grocery sales has only been 
achievable due to the network of stores already 
in place for operators with an online purchasing 
and delivery platform. The widespread store 
networks of operators such as Tesco, Sainsbury’s, 
Morrisons, Asda and Waitrose is what puts them 
close to their customers and enables them to 
get their products, particularly those that need 
to be temperature-controlled, on our doorsteps 
quickly and easily. 

Tesco has recently eluded to ‘owning the last 
mile’ in this way, as a means to scale up deliveries 

without heavy capital expenditure. They have 
pointed out that in-store that micro-fulfilment 
centres can be installed in just a few months 
at a much lower capital cost, as opposed to up 
to two years for a large automated warehouse. 
Anecdotally, interest has returned once more 
to out-of-town supermarkets with the largest 
floorplates, as operators look to combine a 
traditional customer-facing foodstore with semi-
automated picking centres for online delivery, 
located at the back of house. Sainsbury’s decision 
to close its ‘dark store’ in Bromley-by-Bow in 
London would suggest online fulfilment is better 
served from trading stores. By March next year, 
more than 20 stores in and around the capital 
are expected to expand their online packing 
capabilities, enabling Sainsbury’s to deliver 
thousands more orders each week. Asda has 
also announced plans to shut two of its online 
warehouses, switching from its dark stores in 
Dartford, Kent, and Heston, west London, to 
picking grocery orders from the shelves of local 
stores.

It could be argued that fulfilling online 
orders in this way essentially translates to store 
sales anyway, at the very least it relies on the 

relationship with the physical store, highlighting 
its true value and continued importance going 
forward. It is not just supermarket operators that 
have begun to recognise the importance of their 
store network in fulfilling online consumer demand. 
For Kingfisher (including B&Q and Screwfix), 
growing online sales is a key strategic priority, with 
investment in the channel allowing them to respond 
quickly and effectively to changing consumer 
behaviour during Covid-19. Online sales rose 158% 
during FY2020/21, driven by strong growth in click-
and-collect (+226%) which now accounts for 78% of 
group online sales, up 16 ppts on last year. In other 
words, more than three-quarters of their online 
sales require their network of stores for fulfilment, 
which of course has the added bonus of driving 
additional consumer sales to the store at the point it 
is collected.

The propensity of retail operators to recognise 
retail warehousing as a solution to their ‘last mile’ 
customer fulfilment requirements is becoming 
increasingly common and will undoubtedly gain 
more traction in the coming years. Indeed, CACI 
reports that the highest online grocery penetration 
is in locations with a strong store presence, so there 
remains synergy between online and offline.  
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Changing work and lifestyle behaviours
The pandemic has caused a significant shift in home and working preferences, 
dramatically impacting the UK retail landscape along the way.

Work-life balance
Perhaps the most significant paradigm shift due to the 
pandemic is the increase in homeworking, which will 
undoubtedly impact on city centre office and retail markets.  
There are diverging attitudes on whether jobs can be 
performed as well remotely and it is becoming clear that the 
type of role, the company culture and the individual’s personal 
circumstances will all play a part. 

For some, the workplace is a hub for creativity, 
collaboration, learning and social activities, and an 
opportunity to escape the isolation that can come from home 
working.  However, for those with families, long commutes and 
access to outside space and amenities in their local area the 
benefits of more flexible arrangements are obvious.  

The long-term outcome is likely to be a blended approach 
of agile working.  Savills Office FiT survey has found how 
attitudes to homeworking have changed dramatically since 
the onset of the pandemic.  Pre-Covid, less than 20% of office 
workers had the preference to work at home more than one day 
a week.  Now over 80% want to work at home at least two days 
a week (graph 5).  

This could fundamentally change the way our towns and 
cities will function in the future.  CACI estimate that 25% of 
retail spend in city centres is from workers (40% in London).  
Even a 20% shift in behaviour, an average of one day per week, 
would significantly alter the need for retail space in these 
locations, but by the same token, increase the need for space 
where people live.   

The rise of localism
Covid-19 has also highlighted the importance of convenience 
and purpose-driven shopping; a trend that, through the 
pandemic has supported resilience across retail parks, 
supermarket anchored schemes and smaller high streets over 
shopping centres and major city centre retail.  We have long 
advocated the importance of community retailing, having 
tracked the ongoing polarisation between destination and 
convenience-based trips that have prevailed over the last 
decade.  Convenience trips are typically local, frequent, 
essential and functional, whereas destination trips more 
experiential, indulgent and leisure-based.  It is clear which 
element was more suited to a country in lockdown.

More time spent in the area of residence is having a 
profound impact on the footprint of local high streets.  
Lockdowns have forced consumers to explore their local area, 
and as we move towards a post-Covid world, the appetite for 
independent retailing and supporting the local community is 
expected to persist. Barclays estimates 17,000 new local stores 
will open in the next year alone.  Again, while the pandemic 
has been a catalyst for change, these trends were emerging 
already.  The adoption of the 15-minute neighbourhood 
principals by local authorities is likely to see further 
improvement in infrastructure, living, working, and social 
space that will continue to build resilience at the local level. 

So where does this leave destination and city centre retail?  
Per capita visitation in these locations was already far lower 
compared to local places, but individual trip spend is three 
times as large and will continue to be the most lucrative 
store locations for many brands.  There is little doubt that 
there remains an important place for prime retail and leisure 
destinations in the long term.  Some things, experiences in 
particular, cannot be delivered online, and convenience based 
places often lack the infrastructure or footfall to support all 
kinds of retail and leisure uses.  Major structural changes 
will see destination retail need to reduce the floorspace they 
currently occupy, but prime retail and leisure uses will remain 
at their heart.

Covid has highlighted the importance of convenience and 
purpose-driven shopping; supporting resilience across retail parks, 
supermarket anchored schemes and smaller high streets.  
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2020 saw nearly 9,000 multiple retailer units pass through a 
CVA, Administration or Liquidation across the whole retail 
market, double that seen in each of the previous two years.  

2020 saw a significant increase in insolvency activity across all asset classes, with 
high-streets and shopping centres impacted most, as a result of their greater 
exposure to mid-market fashion and leisure operators.

2020 saw nearly 9,000 multiple retailer units pass through 
a CVA, Administration or Liquidation across the whole retail 
market, double that seen in each of the previous two years. 
Retail warehousing continued to show its robustness, with 
the weight of that insolvency activity much more heavily 
skewed toward high streets and shopping centres than it 
has been the out-of-town market. The positive performance 
of some of the more traditional out-of-town retailers has 
played its part, particularly the bulky goods and grocery 
operators that were deemed as essential and allowed to trade 
throughout the pandemic. Much more of the high-street and 
shopping centre market was forced to close during 2020 and 
this had a greater impact on retailers ability to remain solvent 
in these markets. Furthermore, retail park footfall not only 
performed consistently better throughout the pandemic 
but also recovered much quicker post lockdowns. Clearly 
the ability to social distance across large retail parks was an 
important factor in the public’s consciousness, with retail 
warehousing’s strong footfall performance in comparison to 
the high-street, a result of greater perceived Covid-safety. 

Insolvency by asset class
Analysing the impact by asset class therefore, it is the high 
street that has accounted for the largest slice of insolvent 
activity, high street stores (40%, 3,522 units) and high street 
shopping centres (23%, 2,019 units) collectively accounting 
for 63% of all insolvency activity in 2020. This compares 
to 28% of units for the out-of-town market, with a third of 
those seeing no disruption in trade and no reduction in their 
rental income, (graph 7).  More significantly, insolvency-
related closures have been much more pronounced in the 
in-town market than they have out-of-town. 2020 has seen 

1,037 closures in the retail warehouse sector. High street and 
high street shopping centre units have seen 2,818 closures, 
equating to a third of all insolvency activity in total.

Insolvency by sector
The fact that the high-street has been comparatively more 
affected by retailer failures than is true of other retail 
segments, is largely due to their greater exposure to mid-
market fashion. Fashion operators accounted for as much as 
57% of units to pass through an insolvency process in 2020 
(graph 8). The Arcadia and Debenhams administrations led 
to the largest proportion of closures in both the in-town and 
out-of-town markets. However, of Arcadia’s c.6m square feet 
of retail space, the in-town market accounted for more than 
four-fifths, whilst conversely, only 18% of Arcadia stores were 
located out-of-town, predominately through their ‘Outfit’ 
brand. This goes some way to explaining the difference in 
fortunes between the two asset classes. 

Overall, it is fair to say all sectors have seen an increase 
in insolvency activity in 2020. However, with the bulk of the 
activity in 2020 a result of the struggling fashion and leisure 
sectors, the sectors closed and unable to trade for the longest, 
it is the high-street that has suffered most in terms of the 
insolvency we saw last year.

With the recent news that the rent moratorium for 
retailers has been extended until 25 March 2022 - which 
gives retail tenants protection from “aggressive” actions 
by landlords, such as eviction or seizure of stock during the 
pandemic – there has been far less insolvency activity in 2021 
than we were seeing this time last year when we were in the 
eye of the Covid-19 storm. 
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Only time will tell whether the 
pandemic merely accelerated the 
journey to an insolvency practice for 
retailers who, in reality were already 
struggling financially. The ebb and flow 
of retailer fortunes is nothing new, 
and we will likely see a further raft of 
retailer failures when the moratorium 
ends toward the end of Q1 next year, 
whilst at the same time, a number of 
operators continue to adapt much better 
to the changing retailer landscape and 
thrive going forward. What is clear is 
that whilst  omnichannel retail has 
become vital for the existence of many 
retailers, the physical store still remains 
a fundamental part of an operators 
success. Those retailers that fail to get 
the balance right are often those that 
struggle. The question perhaps isn’t 
whether physical retail is necessary or 
not, but more how much is needed, with 
‘rightsizing’ becoming a feature of most 
retail-related agendas.
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UK retail vacancy - where will it go?
While the number of UK retail store closures continues to rise, the vacancy 
picture differs hugely depending on location type and pitch.

UK retail vacancy analysis 
The declining need for space is by no means  a new 
phenomenon; the number of retail outlets has been falling 
for decades. The Local Data Company announced that store 
closures in H1 2021 increased by 21% year-on-year, resulting in 
a net loss of 7,834 stores.  While this trend is set to continue, 
not all retail places are affected equally; retail parks have only 
6% vacant floorspace, compared to large city centres at 17%. 
The relative resilience of parades and small town centres sees 
voids below 10%.

Overall, the UK currently has 150 million square feet 
of vacant retail space, equivalent to 14.5% of retail units 
nationally.  But vacancy within any centre is rarely uniform 
(graph 9).  We have examined primary, secondary and tertiary 
retail pitches within town and city centres nationally and 
this shows vacancy increases significantly outside of the 
retail core, with 46% of all empty units being within the 
tertiary retail pitch, compared to 15% in the primary retail 
pitch (graph 10).  This demonstrates how retail provision has 
shrunk or moved within high streets, causing marginalisation 
and more limited occupation at the periphery.  While this may 
seem an obvious conclusion, voids analysis has traditionally 
assessed a centre as a whole and not sought to understand 
the strengths and weaknesses in different areas.  It is these 
tertiary areas that are most fragmented in terms of ownership 
and in need of change.

The void rate itself masks a more serious concern, void 
length.  Even in the most successful retail places, there is 
an increasing proportion of vacant units that are empty for 
long periods or even permanently, with 50% of vacant units 
having been empty for three or more years.  This problem is 
exacerbated in most towns and cities across the country and 
accounts for 65 million square feet, most of which is no longer 
needed.  

Furthermore, with changing consumer trends, we estimate 
that by the end of the decade, almost 308 million square feet 
of retail space will be redundant, increasing to 492 million 
square feet by 2040.  It’s not that they don’t function as 
retail spaces, they simply have too much of it.  This problem 
has been advancing for a long time and is reaching a critical 
moment in which we need a radical change in thinking of all 
retail places and town centres and the need to adapt and bring 
in a wider range of alternative uses.

Nevertheless, there remains demand for new retail 
concepts that fit with evolved consumer preferences, with the 
opportunity for repurposing redundant retail to breathe life 
back into town centres which, post-Covid, has become more 
important than ever before.

Store closures in H1 2021 
increased by 21% 

year-on-year, with a net 
loss of 7,834 stores

14.5%

UK retail vacancy in H1 
2021 increased to 14.5%, 

in terms of unit count

15%

Just 15% of all vacant 
retail units are positioned 
on primary retail pitches, 
while 46% are within the 

tertiary pitch

Graph 9: Vacant floorspace by retail 
place

The opportunity for repurposing redundant retail to breathe life 
back into town centres has become more important than ever.  

Tertiary Voids Secondary voids Primary voids

Graph 10: Distribution of vacant units  
by retail pitch

Source Savills Research
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